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by Claus Schutte
The ARCADIAN No 6 of October 1993 carried an article by Dr Roger
Fischer, lecturer, Department of Architecture, University of Pretoria,
about Clarendon Court’s architectural features and significance.
He wrote: “Clarendon Court is one of the earliest examples of higher
density suburban residences in Pretoria”….”The novelty of the type can
be appreciated when we read the injunction to designers of ‘Flats-deluxe or Mansion Flats’ in the 1906 “Flats, urban houses and cottage
homes , a companion volume to ‘ The British Home of Today ‘’’.
This influence resulted in double storey flats each with a front and
back door, thus in effect two houses ,one on top of the other.
One suspects that this must have inspired S Nichles Esq. &
Sidney Rees to commission Gerald JC Bernard(M.I.A), in 1929,
to design the premises on the eastern side of Eastwood Street, No
162.
Fisher further wrote: “It remains a particularly curious
endeavour, since flats in these parts would seem contrary to town
planning requirements of the time”.
“One wonders if the residents of the time raised objections
to the intrusion of this sort of building into a neighbourhood
of stately homes. It might explain the loose grouping of the
buildings, giving them the character of clustered mansions,
rather than a single block of flats”.
The entry of 162 Eastwood Street at www.able.wiki.up.ac.
za concurs: “Clarendon Court is one of the early examples
of higher density suburban residences in Pretoria. It is
interesting to note that the flats in this area are contrary
to the town planning requirements of the time, as highdensity dwellings and buildings were placed below (south
of ) Church Street……”
“The site is adjacent to Eastwood Street, which
slopes upwards towards the north. The long depth and
narrow breadth of the erf is typical of the erven laid
out by Fehrsen. The small flats are arranged around a
central courtyard space with trees, plants and steps that
accommodate the sloped site.”
...Continued on page 2...
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MORNING MARKET
SATURDAY 27 OCTOBER, 09h00 - 13h00
GOVERNMENT AVENUE

Please support this ARRA fundraising event. Lots of stalls selling crafts, plants, food,
jewellery, books and much more.Shop early for Christmas!
Donations of books, old clothes, bric-a-brac, plants, prizes for the raffle will be appreciated.
For further information or to have a stall at the market contact: Penny Blersch : 082 449 1192

Clarendon Court revisited...
STYLE Fisher describes the buildings
as “of a reserved Arts and Crafts
domestic architectural character with
neo-classical adornment. Arched
loggias and colonnaded porticoes
with brick rustication to dado height
embellish the ground floor level.
Columned porches and corner bow
windows with balustraded parapets
are at second floor level. Otherwise
the architecture is simply plastered
brick with iron hipped saddle roofs,
the familiar expression of colonial
style”.
INTERIORS “Rooms are very
spacious with high ceilings (just
over 3 metres high) and large
windows which allow ample
light into the rooms and bestow
a feeling of harmony and
relaxation, especially as the lush
vegetation of the courtyard is
visible from the interior. As
many of the doors have been
removed over time, even more
light is let into the apartments.
The lounges contain fireplaces.
Some original light switches
and door handles from the
time of construction have been
retained”. (as per able. wiki)
This was written then,

nearly 20 years ago. So what about NOW?
It seems the more things change, the more they stay the
same.
In the ARCADIAN of May 1993 (No 5) the question
about the future of Clarendon Court is as reproduced here.
Today the concerns are even greater due to the dilapidation
and the vacant apartments.
ARRA, also assisted by other interested parties (Pretoria
Institute for Architecture, Tshwane Building Heritage
Association) is engaged in actions to encourage the owners
to have the buildings restored. Our concerns regarding the
dilapidation have also been raised with the city council and
the heritage authorities.
The latest news is that the building might be sold.
Let’s hope that the new
owners will cherish and
nurture the buildings to again
proudly carry the description
“FLATS-DE-LUXE!
So, what has stayed the
same?
The buildings are still there
and ARRA’s concerns are still
with us.
PROTECTION
This
complex is protected by the
Provincial Heritage Resources
Authority
Gauteng
(PHRAG) This automatically
protects all buildings older
than 60 years . Other criteria
can also deem a building as

The Flower
Foundation

significant by virtue of its uniqueness, style, work of a
distinguished architect, of historical importance etc.
For protected buildings, notification and application
to PHRA-G must be submitted when changes,
renovations and major maintenance works are to be
undertaken. Only after a permit from PHRA-G is
issued may work be undertaken. The new National
Building Regulations (SANS10400 and SANS 204
has it also made it compulsory to have a valid heritage
permit for buildings older than 60 years before work
can be undertaken.
(All sketches by Paul van der Merwe, extracts from
the article by Dr R Fischer and the able.wiki)

Groenkloof and in Danville. In total they have the capacity to provide 265 self
supporting older people with a home to live in. Rentals are well below market
value, which assists older people to remain self-supporting for a longer period.
Although there is a three-year waiting list for single residents, there are still
some couples flats that are available. The average rental is between R1 500 and
R2 200 for a one or two-bedroom flat.
The Flower Foundation is a non-profit organization that allows elderly
people the opportunity to live in a community of their peers, while still
offering rental prices that are affordable on a fix income, such as a pension. In
order to be eligible, one has to be 60 years or older, and be able to maintain
a flat/cottage, prepare your own meals and be self-supporting. They receive
funding from the Lotto and other organizations.
They provide some services for the residents, such as a bus service to take
residents to the shops and to the surrounding hospitals and clinics for a
minimal fee. There is an advisory service on medical issues provided by a
nursing sister in the flats. They also organise social events, such as monthly
braais and a Christmas carol concert.
There are fund-raising activities that are held throughout the year. The
residents are encouraged to participate in these events, as the money raised
is re-invested directly into the upkeep of the flats and can reduce the total
rental fee for the residents. Every month they hold a pancake sale and they
target offices/companies and encourage them to buy in bulk. The dates for
the pancake sales until end 2012 are as follows: 7 September, 5 October, 2
November and 7 December. The team is always in need of helping hands
on these big days. They also hold jumble sales every month. If you have any
items that you want to donate to the jumble sales, you are most welcome
to drop off at the Union Park Gate. The dates for the jumble sales are 2
October, 6 November and 4 December 2012.
The Union Park Gate building was bought by the Flower Foundation
in 1971. The building itself is really quite beautiful, with an art-deco
design in the foyer. It definitely deserves a viewing by Arcadia residents
interested in architectural design. The building was completed in the
early 1930s and is of historical significance. In 1940-1941, it was the
residence of a Greek man by the name of George Seferis (1900-1971).
Mr. Seferis had been a Greek diplomat. During the Second World War,
he accompanied the Free Greek Government in exile to, among other
countries, South Africa. He lived in Union Park Gate for a year, while
in exile in South Africa. Mr. Seferis went on to win the Nobel Prize for
Literature in 1963 (poetry). (See www.nobelprize.org) There is a plaque
commemorating this fact that was mounted outside the building by the
Lyceum Club of Greek Women Johannesburg.
If you are interested in lending a hand at one of the pancake
sales, jumble sales or if you have musical talent that you can share
for the Christmas concert, you can contact the Flower Foundation at
012 343 2650.

Home for the Aged
in Arcadia
by Erin Tansey Shaik
Did you know that we have a unique home for the
aged right here in Arcadia? Almost directly opposite
the Union Buildings and Tiny Town is Union Park
Gate, a block of flats run by the Flower Foundation.
The Flower Foundation offers a welfare service by
providing low cost accommodation for the elderly. In
fact, the Flower Foundation, which was established
in 1946, has two blocks of flats in Arcadia (Union
Park Gate and Bel-Air), and cottages and flats in
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Halloween in Arcadia for the
As some of you may remember, last year a small group of Arcadians
organized a Halloween evening for the kids in the neighbourhood. It was
such a success that we have decided to do it again this year! We will meet
on Merton Avenue and will take a 30-45 minute walk to do our “trick
or treating” and collect sweets from generous neighbours. We therefore
invite all children 12 years old and under (and parents) to dress up in their
favourite costume, and meet us at 5:30 pm on Saturday 27 October. We
will then have a small party afterwards, at a location still to be confirmed.
We will provide a basket for the kids to collect their sweets in. In order
to cover costs, we will charge R20 per child.
Saturday, 27 October, 5:30 pm, Merton Avenue
Prize for Best Costume. For more info, you can contact
Erin at 072 636 7858 or Yolanda 082 804 8672

Record

As the year rushes to its
inevitable conclusion once again,
and we look back at the year that
was once again ARRA has been an
example of a community at work!
The committee worked tirelessly
on behalf of all the residents in
the area, ensuring that security
initiatives, cleaning projects, zoning
and heritage matters are kept
running smoothly.This takes up much
personal time as the relevant subcommittees meet service providers
or potential developers to discuss
initiatives in the area. The committee
is also always vigilant,and the variety
businessmen are both up to mischief.
of problems they resolve endless –
Politicians because of a character flaw,
broken or stolen storm water drains
and businessmen because of avarice.
and nonworking streetlights, uneven
Now that is exactly what happened to
pavements, leaking fire hydrants,
Arcadia in the Eighties and the early
barking dogs and loud music which
Nineties. Whereas the politicians could
disturbs neighbours, are examples of
not have had much reason to commit
the matters which have to be reported
to the area (that lot were on their way
to the Tshwane City Council, and
out!), the business man, that driver of
followed up. The council considers our
development, prosperity and general
complaints in a serious light and gives
advancement, do not have that excuse.
systematic attention to our problems.
But that is when the havoc to Arcadia
There can be no doubt that the historic
was mostly perpetrated. It occurred in
value of Arcadia is appreciated.
the shadow of the Union Buildings,
A suburb is indeed a living organism,
while the lights were on.
and Arcadia is experiencing a revival,
You may well ask: Why is it
with new residents, many with young
not like that today. What miracle
children moving into the area. It is always
of city planning, urban renewal,
heartening to see mothers with young
architectural
preservation,
or
children and prams taking early morning
simple good sense occurred? Well,
or late afternoon strolls and it is exciting
in my humble, but as you can see,
that what was becoming an aging suburb is
informed opinion, the ARA and
having new life blown into it! It is important
now ARRA happened. I remember
on so many fronts to be involved with
an evening in the Ooskerk (a lovely
your neighbours as well as the community
architectural pastiche by Moerdyk)
at large, as this leads to a safer, friendlier
when a councillor (later the major
and better place to live, so new residents,
for a few utterly forgettable
please join in the fun!
months) described the houses in
Before everyone rushes to their
Arcadia as bouvalle (ruins). We
December destinations, there are quite
were rightly incensed. We should
a few social events still on the cards, so I
invite him back, but he is not our
would encourage everyone to look out for
type. We could walk up Eastwood
the ads, and diarise the dates for the Morning
street: is there any more homely
Market, the Garden Competition and then of
edifice than Clarendon court?
course, there is the high-light of the year, the
Down George or Merton: not
Garden Party on the 7th of December!
even the French in the Fifties
The Arcadian is the mouthpiece of all
could erase its grand Victorian
residents, so please contribute articles of
signature. Up Thomas again and
interest or any comment that you would like
this neat and utterly pleasant
to make. Old photos of the area or your house
street. Up tightly packed East
is also of much interest to all the residents, so
to Government. Against the
please let me have these.
sunlight you can see the tower
of the Union Buildings, and
you proceed that way. But,
what a disaster greets you. The
foxy councillor (he was an expoliceman) was right: there it
is, a bouval, a mere murasie,
gaunt, eviscerated, smelly.
But, it is also a discourtesy,
Saturday 27 October
even an insult, unmistakeably
Morning Market
a monument to what some
Halloween Trick or Treat
home owners must feel for
their neighbours and their
fellow Arcadians. It is a
Saturday 24 November
warning to us, despise your
Judging of the best pavement garden
neighbour, and your Arcadia
and best street
will disappear – it will go to
ruin.

Come walk with me...
Reflections on Arcadia

by NJC
It is not that the most important changes are necessarily the most visible. But, at
some point or the other in the process of change, surely it will become visible. That
is the case in Arcadia.
Arcadia is big area. But it is no longer sprawling. It has reached a point of settling,
and with stagnation the threat of dilapidation loomed. But, I suppose like most large
sprawls, is has identifiable sub-sets. For instance, Arcadia includes the area from
the newly named Steve Biko road to the west, and to Bryntirion estate to the east.
Southwards it descends as far as Park Street. More than its size, it is the variety of
Arcadia that is special: from the humble and poorly maintained apartment blocks, to
large secret mansions and almost everything in between. Then there are the businesses,
and the government buildings, including residences and the noisy compound on the
way to Tom Jenkins Drive. Have you noticed the building rubble and material in front
of the residence of the Governor (or is it Governess) of the Reserve Bank for the last few
months? I wonder what they are up to? And most important, at the centre is the towering
symbol of Arcadia (and much besides), namely the Union buildings. Now that I have paid
homage with a reference to the icon of our habitat, it is well to reflect on what it means to
live in the shadow of the Union buildings.
I always try to imagine the visual impact this large and truly pleasing building must have
had on Pretoria just after it was built. In 1913 Pretoria was a small place; undoubtedly
a city (if not in size then in pretensions) but unlike that quintessential den of iniquity
Johannesburg was just one big sprawl of fortune seekers. Arcadia from very early was in its
own way if not very cosmopolitan, at least diverse. The Dutch were here in number; with
their books and their secret knowledge; the English with their burden of leadership, and
the Boere, not yet Afrikaners, with their furtive uncertainties and frailties. There was hardly
a double storey building except around Church Square; what is inner- city now was mostly
flat and cool residences, with house pets, chickens, ducks, the occasional pig and even cows
(for fresh milk to feed the very present infants). The trees were smaller, although there must
have been far reaching bloekoms; the first planted jacaranda’s were just over 10 years old. The
trees around the Union Buildings were then mere saplings, and it would be some time before
the garden layout was finalised and planted. If one walked the streets from the town centre,
Sunnyside (and how appropriate a name that must have seen then), Berea, the strangely named
Muckleneuk and through to Hatfield), and glanced up in the direction of Meintjieskop, you
would have seen this towering edifice. There simply was nothing anywhere in this country, the
new sunbathed, gold dusted and hopeful Union, comparable to it. And the building spread its
arms over the land, as if in benediction. If the land was not exactly green and happy, at least it
was welcoming and sleepy.
Today we still live in that haze of benediction; the air is more polluted, and the occasional
noise of kwaito, street or rap wafts up from flatland, but the gardens are gorgeous and people
from all over the world swarm here to behold our paradise; and mostly our dogs and cats seem
content. Arcadians of a certain ilk, do think of Arcadia as the real heart of Pretoria. We are
somewhat perplexed that there can be any doubt in the mind of those who reside in other
suburbs. But to us Arcadians this proximity has not been an unmitigated blessing. The ebb and
flow of the suburb in a way reflect the changes in the country.
I had reason (and she was a very good and pretty reason) to spend much of my days in the
1970’s in Arcadia. We clambered into the clock towers of the building, and visited the quarry
more or less obliterated by the nesting eagles of development along Tom Jenkins. Arcadia was
an old and settled and completely at ease in its own image of a somewhat dowdy, somewhat
rural village in the heart of the city. There were grand houses, and embassies. Then, embassies
were forbidding places, but you respected them as well behaved guests are respected. It had it
spots of dilapidation, but that benign neglect (if neglect it was) was the result of the dear old
folk who have lived there for ages, who became a bit forgetful, ag shame.
The rot set in during the 1980’s, mirroring the country. It was then that businesses, offices
and even the odd half way house proliferated. And the residents fled. The intolerant mind
occupying the Union buildings radiated his own peculiar pathology, and lo-and-behold, access
was beginning to be restricted. I guess there was much reason for it to be! But the dilapidation
was marked; Arcadia acquired a bad name, and estate agents were decidedly apologetic when
showing you a home for purchase in those days. Yes, some the high government officials still lived
here, and whereas I recall visiting the gardens of Bryntirion estate almost every weekend, the
compound was closed – verboten, jawohl – to the public. The exodus to Waterkloof, Groenkloof
and even a small plot just outside Pretoria North, had started. And so it still is today. So it goes.
As we know, when business and government are too close, it is not good: politicians and
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DATES TO
DIARISE

Friday 7 December
End of year party

RECYCLING MATTERS NB Numbers
BATTERIES AND BULBS
You many have noticed that there is a box in front of
Woolworths for used batteries and fluorescent lights. Please
support this effort.
ANOTHER E-WASTE DAY
In the meantime keep old mobile phones, dysfunctional irons,
hair-dryers, toasters, kettles, old television sets, all computer
equipment, scanners, printers, printer cartridges, electronic
toys, power supplies and cables, stoves, fridges, washingmachines, gaming consoles, and other electrical appliances for
another E-Waste day. Items will be dismantled, refurbished
or recycled. Once again Arcadia Primary School will make
the “bottom field” available as a collection point. The date for
this is 10 November 2012.

PRINTER INK CARTRIDGES Arcadia Primary school
will soon join the international Eco-School programme that
raises consciousness of environmental issues among pupils.
Part of this programme is supported by the Printer Cartridge
Collection Programme that fetches used printer cartridges
(large laser and small ink cartridges) from schools. Cartridges
are remanufactured, have a monetary value and are bought
back from schools thereby raising funds for schools. Schools
receive Environmental Certificates that go into their EcoSchool portfolio each year. These certificates state the amount
of plastic en metal saved from going to landfill, the CO2
saved from entering the atmosphere, the kilometres one had
to drive to spend that CO2 and the amount of trees that had
to be planted to off-set the CO2.
Please support Arcadia Primary School by taking your
cartridges to the school.

Residents who recycle on a Thursday morning are reminded of what is acceptable in the bag
supplied free of charge by Wasteplan. Simply place your recyclable materials into the plastic bag
provided, rinsing and flattening items where possible. Place your full clear bag on the curb side
on the day of collection.

BEST PAVEMENT
GARDEN AND
BEST STREET
COMPETITION

ARRA would like to recognise and reward Arcadians
who help to keep our suburb clean and beautiful
by launching a Best Pavement Garden and Street
Competition. The competition encourages homeowners
to put a little extra effort and creativity into their
verges.Verges create an important first impression of
a home or a neighbourhood.
Judging will take place on Sat 24 November
Criteria that will be considered when judging :
Overall attractiveness of each verge,
innovative use of plants and features such as rock
formations, water features etc. colourfulness of the
garden, use of indigenous/water wise plants,
cleanliness of the street, etc.
Great prizes to be won. Winners will be announced
at the end of year party on 7 December.
So dust off your gardening books, sharpen your
gardening tools and get cracking.

Waste management complaints 012 358 0577/9
Domestic bin complaints (East) 012 358 0526
By-law offences (eg. Illegal street trading &
night club activities) 012 358 0070 (external) /
Toll-free 080 111 1556
Electricity-related complaints
012 358 9999 / toll free: 080 111 1556
Tshwane Bus Services 012 358 0214/0443/0231
After-hours sewerage complaints 080 000 4135
Storm water drainage, pothole repairs
012 358 0614, pothole@tshwane.gov.za
Reporting of water problems 012 358 2111,
(Proes Street Depot) 012 327 0147
Power failures 012 339 9111
Meter readings Email meterrecords@tshwane.gov.za
Fax : 012 359 6888, five days before billing date only.
Telephone 012 358 9999
(Choose option 2 and then option 4)
Power failure reporting by SMS
sms “Power and your account no.” to 0826120333
Example: “power 5120369” to 0826120333
Bins not lifted / emptied 012 358 9461 or
Mail to: AndreBe@tshwane.gov.za / 012 358 0592
Fire & Emergency medical
10177, 012 358 2124, 012 310 6200
Metro Police Accidents Reports
358-7244 / 358-7114
Traffic Fines Info 012 358 7154 / 7157 / 7088 / 7089
Reporting faulty street lights 080 1111 556,
012 358 9999 or 012 358 2540/1 or 012 339 9111
(24 hours),streetlights@tshwane.gov.za or
Trafficsignalfaults@Tshwane.gov.za.
Please provide the following:
1. Physical address
2. Nearest street corner from faulty street light
3. Street light pole number
4. Details/nature of the problem
5. Contact details of caller
Complaints and enquiries customercare@tshwane.gov.za

Mandela Day Innitiative
Letter to Arcadia Residents

29 July 2012
Arcadia Residence Association
Dear Penny
Mandela Day with Child Welfare Tshwane
It is with our sincerest appreciation that we acknowledge
receipt of your donation (and I believe there were more!)
of the following:
• Painting of the library
• New curtains
• New light fittings installed
• Additional shelving installed
• Reading corner created- carpet/cushions/ottomans
• Activity corner created – bookshelf with educational/
learning activities
• Books marked and placed on shelves according to
categories
• Food for the children on the 18th July at the Sunnyside
Drop In Centre, as well as all your hard work on 18 July
2012 and the days there after. It looks great and will for
certain contribute to the quality services that we render.
We are overwhelmed by your generosity of spirit, and
truly value your support in helping us make a difference
to communities and to grow as a charity organization.
Thank you once again for your interest in and support
of our services to needy children and their families in
Tshwane.
Please remember that we can issue you with a tax
certificate for any expenses incurred for the Mandela Day
event.
Hope to see you again!
Principal
LINDA NELL		
KAREN BADENHORST
Principal Officer Marketing & Fund-raising
CHILD WELFARE TSHWANE
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The Tshwane Bus Rapid Transport System

by Natalie Swanepoel
Members of the ARRA committee have
been participating in the public participation
process for the City of Tshwane’s new Bus
Rapid Transport (BRT) system. As some of you
may be aware construction was recently started
on a BRT station in Arcadia Street (adjacent to
the Gautrain Station). This initiates the inception
phase of the city’s BRT system, which will run
from the CBD to Arcadia (Line 2A). The route
will then be extended to Menlyn (phase 2B) and
eventually to Kopanong in Soshaguve (Line 1) and
to Mamelodi (Line 2). Line 1 will have 19 stations
and Line 2, 43. The BRT operates on the principle
that is like a train, except that it is on the road. Thus,
there will be dedicated bus lanes in the centre of the
roadway, although where necessary the buses will join
the free flow of traffic. The buses will operate on a
schedule of 3-5 minutes along trunk routes and every
15 minutes along feeder routes during peak hours. The

by Natalie Swanepoel
The ARRA Committee is pleased to announce the
launch of a new initiative which is aimed at helping to
conserve the architectural and cultural heritage of Arcadia,
most notably through the nomination and declaration of
parts of Arcadia as a protected heritage townscape. The
purpose of a heritage townscape is the declaration not
of particular objects such as individual buildings, trees, or
pieces of land but rather the landscape features that lend
a particular historic character to an area. Arcadia, the area
adjacent to and below the Union Buildings in Pretoria, is
one of the city’s oldest suburbs. As such it is marked by some
outstanding heritage architecture as well as the associated
intangible heritage. The Our Arcadia Project will work
with residents and subject specialists to record this heritage.
The aims of this project are first and foremost to collect the
information and lay the groundwork necessary to have parts
of Arcadia declared as heritage town- or streetscapes in line
with the National Heritage Resources Act. In addition, houses
that are of high architectural merit that are deemed worthy of

BRT system will not directly affect traffic within Arcadia. The
CBD-Hatfield route will run through Sunnyside (primarily
along Kotzé Street, Lynnwood and University Road) before
joining Arcadia Street at its junction with Festival and
completing a loop around Hatfield Square. Concerns raised
by interested and affected parties at the consultation meetings
included the impact that removing two lanes of traffic from
Kotzé Street will have on the flow of other motorised traffic,
as well as how the BRT will be integrated with the one-way
system currently operational in Hatfield.
The BRT system is being instituted as part of the CoT’s
Integrated Rapid Public Transport Network (IRPTN),
which seeks to improve quality of life by providing reliable,
efficient transport options. The CBD-Hatfield line is
expected to be operation by April 2014 and the entire system
will come on line by April 2015. Further information can be
obtained www.tshwane.gov.za/Services/Transport .
Street Name Changes in Arcadia – Natalie Swanepoel
We have all noticed the new street names that have
appeared on various streets within the boundaries of Arcadia,

Our Arcadia
further protection will also be identified. Houses, streets or
blocks that fall outside of the major area of protection that are
deemed notable will be classified as satellite extensions of the
main heritage area. An integral component of the process of
nomination will include the holding of community workshops
about the process and educating residents in the area of the
implications of heritage or protected area status. In addition, a
household survey of residents, to gauge people’s opinions and
willingness to support the nomination of Arcadia in this way,
will be conducted.
A related goal is to celebrate Arcadia’s heritage by educating
both local residents and visitors to the area (such as those to
the Union Buildings) of the unique history of the area. This
communication will take the form on a pamphlet outlining
a walking tour of the area as well as information pamphlets
for owners and residents. We will also develop educational
5

but what is their significance? Worldwide, street names
changes have been an integral part of reflecting larger
social and political changes within societies as seen in
large-scale street and place name changes after the fall
of Communism in Eastern Europe. Ultimately the City
Council voted to change 27 street names within the city
(Paul Kruger and Pretorius Streets were retained after
some debate). Only two of these names changes affect
streets In Arcadia - Schoeman Street is now Francis
Baard Street and Church Street, the Arcadia portion of
which is now Stanza Bopape Street.
Francis Baard was an ANC and trade union activist
who participated in the drafting of the Freedom
Charter. She is linked to the Arcadia area in that she
was one of the leaders of the historic women’s march
that took place to the Union Buildings on 9 August
1956 in order to protest the pass laws.
Stanza Bopape was an ANC activist from
Mamelodi who was killed in police custody in 1988.
Find out more at www.sahistory.org.za.

material, in consultation with teachers at local
schools, that can be used to enhance the learners’
understanding of local history and landscape (this
material will include considerations of both the
archaeological and historical landscape).
As such, the project will involve the drawing up
of clear guidelines for residents and developers
about the implications of heritage status and how
development can be used to enhance rather than
detract from the unique historical character of
the area, as well as the communication about the
value of our built-, landscape-, and intangible
heritage to local schools.
Anyone who would be interested in becoming
involved with the project, who would like more
information, or who has suggestions as to what
aspects of heritage in Arcadia they would like
to see protected and promoted is welcome to
e-mail the project at: ourarcadia@gmail.com.

Co-operation between Residents Associations
The Arcadia Residents and Ratepayers Association has for
some time been co-operating with a few RA’s in the direct
vicinity of Arcadia, such as Clydesdale and Rietondale. It
became increasingly clear to the committee that this could be
a powerful platform that RA’s could use to improve the coordination and representation of the common interests and
needs of our communities.
On the 13th February 2012, ARRA sent out an invite to
11 RA’s with a proposal to establish an’ Umbrella ‘ Residents
Association Forum in the ‘Old Pretoria East’. A consultation
meeting was scheduled for the 22nd February at 18:00 at a
venue in Arcadia. This inaugural meeting proved to be a great
success and a steering committee of 6 members was chosen to
move the process forward. A report back meeting was held on
22 August 2012 with the larger residents association group as
well as the relevant councillors.
Report Back
Firstly, the name and the structure was discussed: Old
Pretoria East Residents and Ratepayers Alliance was decided
on as a suitable name for now. This could change later as the
alliance changes.
Secondly, the way OPERRA was constituted was discussed
at length, and it was decided also for now that this should
be a loose alliance of like- minded RA’s as a pilot project
almost. This could also be expanded later, but for now we are
still a loose formation of volunteers that form the Steering
Committee and that drive activities. We also agreed that
if needed expertise could be co-opted onto the steering
committee.
One of OPERRA’s aims is the combination of forces of
RA’s to present a united front to the COT on common areas
of interest . Many examples can be quoted where the residents
are ignored by the COT, and hopefully if we are part of an
Alliance that represents a larger residential community, this
will carry more weight with the COT and thus we can build a
better relationship with the COT. I think we all are of a mind
that we wish to engage with the COT in a positive way.
Already OPERRA has experienced the benefits of shared
expertise and information.
It was also decided that OPERRA is to be managed
through a MOU, and not a formal constitution at this stage.
OPERRA is also an apolitical body, and will remain so.

Once again, pooling of skills resulted in OPERRA
composing a combined response to the COT’s Integrated
Development Plan(IDP) , and all the concerns of the residents
in the various areas affected were discussed and highlighted.
The Hatfield CID/Walkerspruit CID : The CVA
approached OPERRA to support their objections to what
the CID was attempting to force onto the residents of
Clydesdale and to some extend Sunnyside east. This involved
intimidation tactics and obviously this was a matter of grave
concern to OPERRA. After a long consultation process with
all the residents associations a letter was sent to the COT
as well as to the CID, supporting Clydesdales stance in this
matter. This is typically how
RA’s can support issues in
other areas in the future.
The Ward Committees:
OPERRA is concerned
about the way in which
the elections and the entire
process was managed. ARRA
sent in a letter of objection to
the council which was never
acknowledged.
OPERRA
wishes to work with the
councillors to ensure that
there is a representative
member on the ward
committee that can raise
issues on behalf of RA’s.
Part of the spin off effects
of the greater communication
and co-operation between
RA’s is that we have the
opportunity to attend other
RA’s AGM’s and this is again
a sharing of information as
a common resource. After
ARRA’s AGM for instance
many of the documents were
requested by the other RA’s,
for example, the document
drawn up by Natalie
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Swanepoel to request Heritage funding. We
gladly share with our neighbours.
Security : The ARRA- Quatro Security
initiative has also been discussed by the
Steering Committee and this also is a
model that ARRA is willing to assist
other RA’s to adopt, as the recipe has
been tried and tested.
ARRA needs also to be acknowledged
for their contribution to establishing
and driving the formation of
OPERRA.

